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ABSTRACT 

A heterogeneous cluster of orienting and non-aligning robots are able to do smart performance behavior. We tend to further show that the 
performance is aected not solely by the proportion of orienting robots; however additionally by the method they integrate info about their 
neighbors and additionally by heterogeneousness in the method robots move. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The swarm robotics systems have almost 

completely comprised physically and the 

behaviorally undifferentiated agents. This 

design call has probably resulted from the 

largely homogeneous nature of the present 

models that describe self organizing natural 

systems. These models serve as inspiration 

for swarm robotics system designers, but 

square measure usually extremely abstract 

simplifications of natural systems. hand-

picked dynamics of the systems below study 

square measure shown to emerge from the 

interactions of identical system parts, ignor-

ing the heterogeneities (physical, , informa-

tional, spatial, functional) that one will no-

tice in almost any natural system. 

 

 

METHODOLOGY  

We follow a design methodology based on 

artificial physics framework introduced by 

Spears et al (2004). According to this   

methodology, robots exert virtual forces on 

one another. The swarm consists of position-

ing and non-aligning robots. The Positioning 

of the robots which are subjected to the sub-

sequent virtual forces in static and movies 

targets.  

 f= α1P + β1h, 

Virtual forces for non aligning robots is giv-

en as f= α2P 

We define p as the proximal management 

vector and h as the alignment management 

vector. The proximal control vector p ac-

counts the attraction and repulsion rules for 

keeping the mechanism together with its 

neighbors and to avoid collisions. 

The alignment control vector h is used to 

create the orientating robots match the typi-

cal heading direction of its neighboring ori-

entating robots. The parameters α1, β1 and 

α2 are mainly used to modify the corre-

sponding vector's contribution. 

Controlling Proximal 

The mp is denoted as the number of robots in 

neighbor that decided the range Dp.  Let di 

and i denote the relative range that bearing 

of the i
th

 neighbor. The control vector prox-

imal P is given by: . pi 

is calculated as a function of di using a force 

function derived from the Lennard-Jones 

potential function, results in formation of 

regular structures as shown in Spears (2009) 

 

The parameters of   determines the strength 

of both attractive and repulsive force, and 

ddes is the desired distance between the ro-

bots. 
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ALIGNMENT  

Let 0 denotes the orientation of a robot. Let 

ma be the number of aligning robots within 

the range Da of robot and 

  orientation. All the ori-

entations which are expressed in the body-

fixed reference frame of the robot under 

consideration. The robot calculates its 

alignment control vector, which is, average 

orientation of the ma robots, includes:  

 

Where “|| - ||” is denotes as the norm of vec-

tor 

Motion Control 

Here it is presented two controlling rules. 

These two rules are different in the forward 

speed  and ω is the angular speed.  Con-

stant forward speed motion control (CMC) 

is the first rule. The robots move is in for-

ward direction which also has an option of 

changing the angular speed. The second rule 

is the variable motion control (VMC) this is 

also in forward direction. Here they move in 

variable angular and forward speed.       

CMC: The forward speed is constant at u = 

U. 

The angular component is proportional to 

the angular speed with the total force f. the 

magnitude is ignored here || f || for the force.  

ω= K  f  

VMC: let’s say fx = ||f|| cos (  f) and fy = 

||f|| sin ( f) will denote the projection of 

total force f on x-axis and y-axis of a robot’s 

body-fixed reference frame. The forward 

speed is u which is directly proportional to x 

the component of total force and angular 

speed ω is directly proportional to y compo-

nent of force. Hence: u = K1fx and ω= K2fy. 

This is study of both homogeneous and het-

erogeneous motion case. In homogeneous 

motion case, all the robots share same mo-

tion control rules, which is, CMC. In hetero-

geneous motion case, aligning robots use the 

CMC and the non-aligning robots use the 

VMC. 

 

EXPERIMETAL SETUP 

At the beginning of each experiment, N mo-

bile robots are randomly placed (position 

and orientation wise) with a proportion ρ ∈ 

[0, 1] of aligning robots. The density of ro-

bots is kept fixed and equal to 6 robots per 

square meter on a square shaped area.  The 

light source is placed at a fixed position in 

the arena, far away from the swarm, provid-

ing the common reference frame. In the ex-

periments, noise is added to the orientation 

measurement and the angle of the proximal 

control vector. Noise is modeled as a uni-

formly distributed random variable within 

the range . We conduct experi-
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ments considering the two different models 

of motion control. Homogeneous motion: In 

this case, all robots use CMC. We study the 

effect of the ratio  and we do not change 

 and independently, since CMC does 

not utilize the magnitude of f, but only its 

angular component. Multiplying both α1 and 

β1with the same constant value will produce 

no difference in the robot motion. For the 

same reason, α2does not affect the robot mo-

tion. Heterogeneous motion:  Aligning ro-

bots use CMC whereas non-aligning robots 

are using VMC.  Non-aligning robots, the 

magnitude of f plays a role in their motion. 

Thus, additionally to the effect of changing 

 of the aligning robots, we study here the 

effect of changing the non-aligning robots. 

We show heterogeneous self-organized 

flocking with medium (N = 25) and large (N 

= 100) swarm sizes and with low  

and high  proportion of aligning 

robots. We study the effect of changing the 

ratio  and, for the het-

erogeneous case, we also study the effect of 

changing  but we re-

port here only the results obtained with the 

best case, that is,  = 10 (refer to Stranieri 

et al. (2011) for the complete set of results). 

For each experimental setting, we execute R 

runs and report average and standard devia-

tion of the results. The duration of one run is 

T simulated seconds. We study here how the 

heterogeneous flocking performance is in-

fluenced by: i) the way robots implement 

their motion (homogeneous motion versus 

heterogeneous motion), ii) the parameters 

that affect the strength of the proximal con-

trol vector and of the alignment control vec-

tor, that is,  and  and iii) the ratio of 

aligning robots. 

 

METRICS 

In this study, we are interested in having a 

swarm of robots that move cohesively as 

single cluster. What is more, the swarm 

should be aligned towards the same direc-

tion and move towards it as fast as potential. 

We use three metrics to live the degree of 

attainment of these objectives: order, cluster 

cohesion and rescaled cluster speed. 

 

 

Variable Description Value(s) / 

Range 

 
Number of Ro-

bots 

{25, 100} 

 
Prop. Of robots 

aligning 

{0,4, 0.8} 

 
Align robot pa-

rameters 

{1,2,4,6,8,10} 

 
Non Align ro-

bots parameters 

{1,2,4,6,8,10} 
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Forward speed 

Maximum 

1.5 cm/s 

 
CMC angular 

gain 

0.5 1/s 

 
VMC linear 

gain 

0.25 s/kg 

 
VMC Angular 

gain 

0.1 s/(kg, m) 

 
Distance 0.1m 

 
VMC max for-

ward speed 

20 cm/s 

 
VMC max an-

gular speed 

  rad/s 

 
Strength func-

tion 

0.5 

 
Inter robot dis-

tance 

0.6 m 

 
Amount of 

noise 

0.1 

 
Duration 600 secs 

 

 Table: Experimental values and range of 

values for the constants and the variables 

 

Order: The order metric  measures the an-

gular order of the robots (Vicsek et al., 

1995),    when the group shares a 

common heading and  when each ro-

bot is pointing in the different direction. The 

order would be defined as: 

  

Group cohesion: To measure group cohesion 

 we determine the number of group’s g pre-

sent at the end of each experiment (Couzin 

et al., 2005). Group cohesion would be 

computed as:        

  

Rescaled Group speed: the calculation is av-

erage group speed:  

where cT and c0 are the position of the center 

of mass of the swarm at the end and at the 

beginning of the experiment, respectively. 

We then rescale the average group speed: 

  where U is the maximum forward 

speed of CMC. 

 

 

CONCLUSION  

The people within the swarm lack the poten-

tial to agree on a typical direction. more par-

ticularly, we showed that: i) higher propor-

tion of aligning robots continually corre-

spond to better performance; ii) performance 

are aected by the relative contribution of 

alignment and the proximal management 

and iii) once the proportion of aligning ro-

bots is tiny,  flocking is possible only when 

the non-aligning robots additionally change 

their forward speed . 
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